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This article explores the forces that led to the rise of the Philadelphia Giants in 1902 and analyzes the clubʼs demise by 1912. The article will show how these entrepreneurs used the cooperative enterprise business strategy to transform the Giants into a successful ball club. A second purpose of this article is to show how they used the cooperative enterprise strategy to form a national organization-the National Association of Colored Baseball Clubs of the United States and Cuba (NACBC)-to maximize the clubʼs revenues. The following three questions will serve to guide the narrative. How did these entrepreneurs employ the business practices developed by black baseball magnates of the late nineteenth century to make the Philadelphia Giants a competitive ball club? How did these entrepreneurs try to expand the Giantsʼs market potential and maximize their revenues? What were the factors that led to the Giantsʼs collapse?
The formation of the Philadelphia Giants represented the continued efforts of African American entrepreneurs to develop businesses to serve their own economic interests. These black entrepreneurs showed a willingness to work within the boundaries of a biracial institutional structure. Early black baseball entrepreneurs recognized that to conduct business in the United States they had to negotiate with the white power structure. This meant transacting business with white semi-professional club owners; park managers; and, in this case, a white entrepreneur who would serve as a business partner. The Giants scheduled games against white semiprofessional, African American, and Cuban teams. At times they also played against major and minor league teams. Moreover, the Giantsʼs success refl ected the continuity and change that black professional baseball underwent in the early twentieth century. They used the business practices established by the successful black baseball clubs of the 1890s, like the Cuban X Giants and the Chicago Unions. The Quaker club followed the fundamental strategy of going where the money was, and created a demand for their club in several locales. By 1905, the Philadelphia Giants were the premier semiprofessional club in the East.
In 1906, Sol White, H. Walter Schlichter, and Harry Smith made efforts to expand the clubʼs market potential and maximize its revenues. They established a business relationship with New York-based black baseball clubs and formed the National Association of Colored Baseball Clubs of the United States and Cuba. The formation of the NACBC was in response to the growth of black baseball, and white semiprofessional teams organizing into leagues and associations. The association became a means by which established black clubs like the Philadelphia Giants, Cuban X Giants, and Brooklyn Royal Giants protected their investment by introducing certain collusive practices designed to facilitate a monopoly organization. More important, the NACBC did not operate its league in the traditional sense-the pursuit of pennants and World Series championships. Rather, the association exemplifi ed the cooperative enterprise strategy, but on a much larger scale. NACBC organizers developed a scheduling network with Midwestern black and white semiprofessional clubs-particularly in Chicago-and toured the Cuban island during the winter months. They also sought to strengthen their symbiotic business relationship with white semipros.
Black baseballʼs growth made the administration and governance of the sport as important as producing a talented team to compete at an elite level; barnstorming tours spread the black game nationally and internationally. NACBC organizers made attempts to centralize power by gaining control of the decision-making process in regards to scheduling, gaining access to key parks to maximize revenues, developing a hegemony over their player force, and denying bookings to uncooperative managers. Another way the NACBC illustrated the signifi cance of governance and administration was through market promotion. Sol Whiteʼs History of Colored Baseball was published to expand black baseballʼs appeal to a popular audience. It represented one of the fi rst guidebooks published on black professional baseball and served to preserve the early history of the sport, made the case that black baseball was a legitimate profession, and promoted the prominent black clubs-most notably the Philadelphia Giants. NACBC organizers, therefore, sought to gain a tighter control over this growing industry-black professional baseball.
Whereas the NACBCʼs administrative mode of operation proved effective, operating in this manner resulted in black baseball managers like Sol White losing a significant degree of autonomy over their ball clubs. Centralizing power by gaining control of the decision-making process relegated managers like White to managing the game on the field. This resulted in a conflict of interest among the Giantsʼs management team members, which eventually led to a dispute with the other NACBC officials. By 1909, White left
